
Developmental dyslexia

 Reading development lags behind other academic
development. Achieved reading skill is limited:
reading is slow and nonword reading is impaired.

 Developmental dyslexia affects about 10-20% of
the population, 4% severely.



Acquired dyslexias (incomplete list)

 Deep dyslexia:
 Semantic errors, extensive left-hemisphere damage

 Surface dyslexia.
 Trouble with exception words (jetty vs. pretty; howl vs.

bowl), can be a form of developmental dyslexia

 Pure alexia
 Letter-by-letter reading. Occipitotemporal damage (VWFA!)



What causes developmental
dyslexia?

 Dyslexia is associated with abnormalities both in
visual and auditory processing.
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Visual M100

The visual M100 of dyslexics patterns similarly to controls: an
effect of noise, but no effect for words vs. symbols.



Visual M170

In dyslexics, very little activity in the left M170 generator overall,
and no reliable amplitude increase for letter strings.



Dyslexia crosslinguistically

 Learning to read requires establishing orthography-to-phonology
correspondences.

 Is dyslexia more common for languages where the orthography-to-
phonology correspondence is less transparent, like in English?
 Same orthography, different sound:

 couch – touch
 through – tough

 Different orthography, same sound:

 but – butt
 hair – hare

 Answer seems to be ‘no’. Dyslexia is just as common say, in
speakers of Finnish , where the orthography-phonology relation is
completely transparent.

 Dyslexia does not seem to be a problem in mapping sound to
orthography.



Dyslexics and the Visual Word Form Area in imaging
studies
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dyslexic

normal

 Equal reduction in VWFA activation in English, French, and Italian
dyslexics, despite differing degrees of orthographic transparency
(Italian being the most transparent).



M170/VMWFA conclusion

 The fusiform response that in controls shows enhanced
activity for letter strings is very diminished in dyslexics
and does not show larger amplitudes for visual words.

 Do dyslexics have a general object recognition deficit?

 No, for example, their face selective right lateral M170
shows an increased amplitude for faces, just like with
controls. Same effect size.





Abnormalities in auditory processing

 Deficits in phonological processing the most consistent
finding in all studies of dyslexia.
 Phonological awareness

 ability to judge the number, order, and sameness or difference of
sounds in words

 Rapid naming (pictures, colors, digits, letters)

 Verbal short term memory

 Non-word repetition (pennel, hampent); digit recall

 What type of phonological problem dyslexia is associated
with, varies between individuals.

 However, problems in phonological awareness do seem to
occur in 100% of dyslexics.



Why do dyslexics exhibit impaired
phonological awareness?

 Do they have a low-level auditory problem?
 Many people (e.g., Paula Tallal) have argued that

dyslexics have a problem in rapid auditory discrimination.

 Is there something wrong with their phonological
representations?



Evidence for impaired auditory discrimination:

Control threshold: ~100ms.

Dyslexic threshold: ~200ms.

Hari & Renvall, TiCS 2001

Demo (with slightly different stimuli):



Dyslexics and the auditory MMN

 Kujala et al. (2003): diminished left hemisphere
MMN for a pitch change in dyslexics.

 Some reports of speech specific auditory M100
abnormalities in dyslexics, but it’s not clear what
the generalization is here.



Dyslexia and neuropathological abnormalities

 Postmortem analyses of
dyslexic brains have
revealed focal reorganization
of cortical layers or
cerebrocortical microgyria.



Animal model of dyslexia?

 Microgyria can be artifically produced in rodents.
 This causes their auditory processing to slow

down (Clark, Rosen, Tallal & Fitch, JCN, 2000).



 So:
 There is quite a bit of evidence for low-level (non-

linguistic) auditory problems in dyslexics, including a
possible neuropathological correlate of the problem.

 Explaining dyslexia this way has been a very prominent
hypothesis.

 However:
 If you take a large group of individuals all of whom have

been diagnosed as dyslexics by the traditional behavioral
measures (difficulty to read), they do not all exhibit this
type of low-level auditory problem.

 They do, however, show impairment in phonological
awareness, so the low-level problem cannot explain the
general phonological awareness problem.



Are the phonological representation of dyslexics
abnormal?

 This does not seem to be the case (Ramus & Szenkovits, 2008).
 No evidence that dyslexics, fail to apply phonological

rules of the language, for example.

 Example: Voicing assimilation in French.
 cape grise ‘grey cloak’

 [kapgriz] [kabgriz]
 Dyslexics produce the assimilation in all the correct environments

(and do not overproduce it).



Then what does explain dyslexia?

 A new hypothesis (Ramus & Szenkovits, 2008)

 Although dyslexics phonological representations are
normal, their phonological access is impaired.

 Phonological access: “all processes by which (lexical or
sublexical) phonological representations are accessed for
the purpose of external computations.”

 Conscious access to phonological representations, as
required say in phonological awareness tasks, is
particularly difficult.



Reading & Dyslexia Summary

 Human brains show remarkable consistency in the area in which
they encode speech sound to symbol correspondences, given that
using symbols to stand for sounds is a relatively recent
innovation.

 Although dyslexia is defined as a problem with visual language
processing (i.e., reading), it is primarily a phonological problem.

 The nature of this phonological problem is highly debated, but
whatever the account, it needs to explain why
 Dyslexics fail in phonological awareness tasks.

 Dyslexics have diminished activation of the brain area that
encodes sound-to-letter correspondences (VMWFA/M170).



Establishing new speech sound to symbol
correspondences



Hashimoto & Sakai (2004, Neuron):  Direct Visualization of
Cortical Plasticity for Forming a New Link between

Orthography and Phonology

Symbol-sound combinations:

KS: Kana (Japanese native
script), Speech

HS: Hangul, Speech

HN: Hangul, Nonspeech

NN: Nonlinguistic Symbol,
Nonspeech

Nonlinguistic sounds:
T-L: low-frequency pure tone

T-H: high-frequency pure tone

N-L: low-frequency white noise

N-H: high-frequency white noise



Hashimoto & Sakai (2004, Neuron):  Direct Visualization of
Cortical Plasticity for Forming a New Link between

Orthography and Phonology

Posterior inferior temporal cortex
(green area, adjacent to left
fusiform gyrus): Selective increase
in activation for Hangul
characters associated with speech
sounds.

Fusiform gyrus (red area): Larger
activation for Kana characters. No
training effect.


